Stoichiometries of protein-protein/DNA binding and conformational changes for the transition-state regulator AbrB measured by pseudo cell-size exclusion chromatography-mass spectrometry.
We have developed on-line pseudo cell-size exclusion chromatography-mass spectrometry (PsC-SEC-MS) for the rapid, real time analyses of noncovalently bound protein complexes. The methodology can be used to determine constituent components of such complexes, as well as exact stoichiometries. Furthermore, it enables the efficient determination of gross conformational changes upon complexation. The power of the new approach is demonstrated in the analysis of the global transition-state regulator AbrB and its complex with a target DNA sequence from the promoter sinIR. Using PsC-SEC-MS, we confirm that AbrB is assembled as a homotetramer and not as a homohexamer as previously suggested. Additionally, we show that AbrB binds to the sinIR DNA target element as a homotetramer, affording a 4:1 protein:DNA stoichiometry. Finally, we demonstrate that when the complex binds to sinIR, the hydrodynamic volume (size) of the complex is notably reduced compared to that of the apoprotein, indicating a protein conformational change.